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Abstract 
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0. Introduction 
Let us assume that a function f defined on the interval ( - 1, 1) may bc expanded in a 
uniformly convergent Jacobi series 
f= i f2’,a~~‘[f]zy), a, p > -1. (0.1) 
k =0 
Here Pia*p) denotes the kth Jacobi polynomial: 
Ppyx):= 
by + l)k 
k, 
. 
gI -“&::^I$(1 -x)), 
( 
(0 2) . 
and the coefficients @@)[ f 1 are given by 
(a$) 
k!(2k+A)T(k+~) 
%i [fl := / ’ (1 -x)“(l +x)“P;“vP’(x)f(x) dx, 2Ar(k+a+1)r(k+P+1) el 
k =0, l,..., (0 3) . 
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where A := a! + /3 + 1 and (cl, := 1, (c), := ccc + 1) . . l (c + k - l), k 2 1. See [6, Vol. 1, Section 
.3] or [2, Vol. 2, Sections 10.8 and 10.191. 
The coefficients a P* i p)[f] may often be evaluated easily if they are known to obey a 
recurrence relation 
(0 4) . 
of order r, where &,, &, l l l ,4, and u are known functions (see [6, Vol. 2, Section 12.51, [8, 
Chapter 151 or [ 11, Chapter 111). 
Recently (see [S]) an algorithm was 
assumption that the function f satisfies a 
n 
proposed for obtaining equation (0.4) under the 
linear differential equation 
(0 5) . 
i=O 
of order n, where pnu, pn,, . . . , gn,, are polynomials, and the coefficients a’,“*fi;[q] exist aad arc 
known. Final result of ;he application of this algorithm is a pair P, L of difference operators 
such that the recurrence relation 
Lb)i”*“‘[ f] = a(k) 
holds with e( kb := P!~r.~‘[q]. Here we use the notation 
$@‘[ j-1 := 
T(k+a!+l) 
(a.@) 
T(k +A)(2k +h - l);a, VI l 
(0 6) . 
co .7) 
The quantities (0.71, which are introduced for some technical reasons, are called the Jacobi 
coeficients of the function f- 
It can be shown that the order of the relation (0.6) is given by 
r(P)+2 max 
OGi<n.p,,fO 
(aP,*j - j)y 
where r( PI denotes the order of the operator P, and i)pni is the degree of the polynomial pni* 
In applications, the order n of the differential equation (0.5) is usually not greater than 4. 
Some observations made in the cited paper imply that the algorithm simplifies considerably in 
this case. The aim of the present paper is to provide explicit formulae for the operators P and 
L in case when n = 1, 2 and 3. It should be stressed that these formulae are readily deduced 
from the coefficients of the equation (0.5). Now, the case n = 4 may be treated with a small 
effort, using results given for n < 3. 
It should be noticed that the above-mentioned explicit expressions for the operators P and 
L are given in terms of certain basic difference operators (see Section 1). If one wishes to 
transform the equation (0.6) to the scalar form (0.41, a number of multiplicatif3ns and additions 
of difference operators should be performed. This work coqlld well be programmed in a 
language for symbolic manipulation as Maple (see [l]), fat instknce. 
In Section 1, we give a short review of results 
result of the paper - formulae for the difference 
In Section 3 we give two illustrative examples, 
polynomials. . > 
obtained in [5]. Section 2 contains the main 
operators P, L defining the recurrence (0.6). 
both connected with the associated Jacol$ 
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Preliminaries and notation 
In the linear space 9 of all “doubly infinl te” sequences of complex numbers we define E”‘, 
integer, Z and 8 to be the mth shift operator, the identity operator and the zero operator, 
1. 
m 
respectively, i.e., Emzk = zk +,,,, Zz, = zk, Oz, = 0 for any { zk} ~9. We will write E in place of 
E’. Clearly E* = I. The duference operator L is a linear map of 9’ into itself such that 
L = C;,ohi(k)E”+i, where r > 0 and u are integers, and A,, A,, . . . , A, are (rational) functions 
of the variable k. If A, $0 and A, f 0, r = r(L) is the order of the operator L. 
Multiplication of an operator by a scalar function, addition and multiplication of operators 
are defined by the formulae (AL)z, := A(Lr,), (L + M>z, := Lz, + Mz,, (LM)z, := LWz,), 
respectively. 
In the sequel it will be convenient to use Jacobi coefficients with negative indices. We 
assume that if cy # p, or cy = p but 2a! + I. is not an integral >, 0, then 
brs;p’[ f] := 0, k = 1, 2,. . . , 
andifcu=/Sand2crtI = m is a nonnegative integer, we define 
b’_“;*‘[ f] := 0, k=l,2 ,..., m-l, 
Z$$[f], kamm. 
Using the three-term recurrence relation and some basic difference-differential properties of 
Jacobi polynomials one can prove the following. (The symbol bk[ f ] is an abbreviated form of 
bpvp’[ f 1.) 
Lemma 1.1 (Lewanowicz [S]). T’ke foZlowing identities hold: 
b,[xf(x)l =Xb,m 
WCPfl =UfL 
\ 
(1 1) . 
(1 2) . 
where D := d/dx, and 
m=6,(k)E-‘+6,(k)Z+6,(k)E, X:=&,(k)E-‘+&(k)Z+&(k)& l (13) 
where in turn 
6,(k) := 
2(k + a)(2k + A - 3) 2bf -PW +A) 
fw 
9 S,(k) := 
dk) 
7 
6,(k) := 
-2(k + p + 1)(2k + A + 3) 
4w 
7 S,(k) := k&,(k), 
S,(k) := ;(I - ~)6,(k), b(k) := -(k +h)6,(kj, 
and o(k) := (2k + A - &. 
An obvious generalisation of (1.1) is the identity 
b&f1 =p(X)b,[fl, P apolynomial. (1 J 3‘ 
Definition 1.2 (Lewanowicz 151). Let us define the differential operators ej, J, WE, K, by 
U := U,( X)D + U*( X)0, d := UD, 
WE := (X + E)D + V,o, IK, := v,ab, E= +l. 
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is the identity operator, and 
~+#4X) := ux + 6, u*(x) :=x2 - 1, 
CT’:= A + 1, iC=ar-p, l$:=;(C-ES). 
1.3 (Lewanowicz [5]). Given E E { - 1, 1) we define the following sequences of 
operators: 
6,(k + 1)(2k + A + m + l), 
E, m=O,l,..., 
2E(k + vc) 
. . . /g!” 
J ’ i >,j, 
i <j, 
P&y-=sj;& h=O, l,... . 
Further, let 
( 
. 
t 
: 
p($j+,( k ) := 
tk + vc)j+w 
j 9 j=o, l,..., @ & 1, 
n 40 + h) 
k= 1 
: 
i 
Ai / 
(15) . 
(16) . 
d 
Lemma 1.4 (Lewanowicz [s]i. We hate the identities ! 
f 1 =KwDbkEf I? b,[Jf] =K(&[f], 
P:“b,[a/,f] =&‘(k)k,‘-“b,[f], l = +1 
P$3,[K,f] =&‘(k)Eb,[f], - l 
Here K(k) :- k(k + A). 
/ , 
.; ci 
The next lemma generalizes the’LHbove r sults. 
d 
Lemma 1.5 (Lewanowicz [5n. Let’ Cl! = ICD’K~V$ULJ”‘, r, s, t > 0, S, 6’ E (0, l}, E E { - 1, 1) being 
integers. Then we hnue the identity QbJOf ] = Mb,[ f 1, where 
Q := Pi’,‘,, D’, M := ~‘,‘+~(k)EsP~-‘)Kt~~‘( k)D? 
In the last lemma we need the following definition. 
Definition 1.6 (Lewanowicz [5]). Given E E { - 1, 1) we define the sequences 
R~‘:=S,,(k)l?+2~ 
k+m+v_, 
(2k +A +m),ly m =O, L..., 
Jw:= ’ 
1 
R(.“R!‘) 
It1 
. . w R!” 
J ’ i Gj, 
‘I 
,I, i>j, 
UJE’ := I’&;_ I, . h = 0, 1 ,... . 
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Lemma 1.7 (Lewanowicz [SJ). Let Q1 := p,!‘B’, Q, := P,!W’, where E, 7 E { - 1, 11, and v, r, u, 
s are nonnegative integers such that v + r > u + s. Further, let q := 0 (E = 131 or q := u (E = --73). 
Then the operator Q := PtE)Dt with t := max( r, q + u), w :=r- v + r --. t 
of Q: and Q2. Moreover:Q = Y;:Qi, i = 1, 2, where Y1 := T$?_ ], and 
is a common (left ) multiple 
SW 
y2 := w-l,z?$L E = 79 
p(dD -t#T) 
W 11 3 E= -79 
wherez:=u+s-t. 
2. Formulae 
2.0. Introduction 
Let us assume that the function f satisfies the differential equation 
pnf E i: P,ti(x)f’i’=q(x) 
i=O 
of order 1~ < 4, where pno, pnl, . . . , p,, are polynomials, and the coefficients ap*fl)[q] 
are known. In the next subsections we give explicit forms for the difference operators 
such that the recurrence relation 
J%tLfl =m 
holds with 
P(k):=&[q]. 
/2.1) \ 
exist and 
P and L 
(2.2) 
(2 3) . 
Here the symbol b,Jf] is an abbreviated form of bk (*,P)[f] (cf. (0.7)). All the symbols which 
appear in the formulae below (see Sections 2.1-2.4) have the meaning given in Section 
order of the relation (2.2) is given by 
r(P) + 2 max @P .-i), 
O~iGn,p,,ifO n1 
where aP,i is the degree of the polynomial Pni, and r(P) is the order of the operator P. 
that P has a general form 
. p = pieiDS 
d ’ 
1. The 
(2 4) . 
Notice 
(2 5) . 
where E E { - 4, 1) and d, s 3 0 are integer numbers. Thus, r(P) = d + 2s (cf. (1.3), (1.5)). 
The results presented in Sections 2.1-2.4 are obtained by application of the general 
algorithm described in [5]. The difference operators P, L, which are provided by this algorithm, 
satisfy the identity 
~~k[Kfl = 4Vl l (2.6) 
(Replacing P,J by q (cf. (2.1)) yields the equation (2.2)!) Shortly, they are obtained in the 
following way. Let the operator Pn_ 1 of order n - 1 be defined by 
Pfz- If’= 'nf - Qn(Sn.f)~ (2 7) . 
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where R is an operator of order n, of the form 
‘&V$JlU”‘, (2 8) . 
I-, S, r > 0, 6, 6’ E (0, l}, E E ( - 1, 1) being integers, and where 9, is a polynomial. Q, and qn 
are &fined in a such way that Q,JqJ) =pnnf@) + - l l and that 2r + 2s + S, i.e., the order of 
the operator Q, satisfying (2.10) (see below) with i = n, has the least possible value. Repeating 
this process with n replaced by n - 1, n - 2 etc., we obtain the representation 
f = k Qj(clif )* (2 9) . 
i=O 
where i is a differential operator of order i and of the form (2.8), and qi is a polynomial, 
i = 0, , . . ., n. (For convenience, we set Q0 := Il.) Using Lemma 1.5 we obtain difference 
operators Qi and A4; such that 
Q,b,[a,J] =M,b,[f], i= 1, 2 ,..., rz. (2.10) 
OH”, using Lemma 1.7 a common multiple of the operators Qi can be obtained in the form 
p = p““jD” 5 (2.11) 
where o E { - 1, 1) and 6, u 2 0 are integer numbers, as well as difference operators Zi such 
that 
P=ZiQ,, i= 1,2 ,..., n. (2.12) 
Multiplying both sides of the equation (2.10) on the left by Zi, using (2.91, (2.12) and (1.4), we 
obtain the identity (2.6) with P defined by (2.11) and 
L ‘= ~ Z,M,s,(X). (2.13) 
i=O 
For small i, the form of QI is very simple. For example, the sets of all the possible forms of 
0 412 Qz and &p3 are {U, WE, ID}, {J, K,, ED’} and {JU, a/,%, l&V,, NJ, INK,, lD3}, respectively. 
Forms for difference operators Qj, Mi are also simple. Thus, if for instance we restrict 
ourselves to the case n = 3, it remains to consider all possible triplets (Q,, UJ2, Q,). It turns out 
that there are some classes of triplets such that a fixed operator P (by (2.6j, also a fixed 
operator L) corresponds to all the triplets of a class. For example, each triplet (D, K,, Q,), 
where Q3 E {JNJ, VJI, DJ}, is connected with P = P,(‘)D. It suffices to verify some simple 
conditions involving the coefficients p3i of (2.0, in order to decide to which class the 
considered triplet (or differential equation) belong s. For instance, the above-mentioned class is 
characterized by the equations: 
p33( z!z 1) = 09 m,#O, n&=0, 
pi3( -4 # 0 or p31( -4 - uEp&( -E) + 5p;j( -4 z 0, 
for E = - 1 or r’ = 1, where 
m, :=p32(e) - (1 + V_,)p;j(E), Tc := &(l + VJ 
(see Section 2.3, Case 2.35). 
Systematic examination reveals that the set of all the differential equations of the form (2.1) 
of fixed order n = 1, 2, 3, 4 consists of three, six, ten and fifteen classes, respectively. 
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2.1. First-order differential equation case 
Let us assume that f satisfies the equation 
hf =p,,(x)f ‘+p&)f =q(x)* 
We will consider three cases. 
Case 2.1.1. pJ * 1) = 0: 
P := I, L:=k(k+h)Dq,(X)+q,(X), 
where 
41(x) 
Pll(X) := - 
u&4 ’ 
40(x) :=P&) - Uq,(x). 
Case 2.1.2. p&) z 0 and P&E) = 0 for E = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := P1”‘, L := ,u(“(k)P,‘-“q,( X) + P,“‘q,( X), 
where 
PH(X) 
41(x) := X+E 9 40(x) := Pm(X) - a/,41( x)0 
Case 2.1,3. pll( + 1) # 0: 
P:=D, L :=q!(Xj +Dq&Xj, 
where 
41 :=Pll, 40 := PI0 - m,. 
2.2. Second-order differential equation case 
Let us assume that f satisfies the equation 
bf =p&)f It +p,,(x)f’ +pzO(x)f =q(x)* 
Let us denote 
I, :=p&) - Y_,P&(E), E = AZ 1. 
We will consider six cases. 
Case 22.1. pz2( F i j = 0 acd I_, = I, = 0: 
P := I, L:=k(k +hj~q,(X)+Dq,(X)]+qo(X), 
where 
q*(x) 
P22W PZl(X) - uo(x)q*W := - 
%(4 ’ 
41(x) := 
UI(-Q 
- 241(x), 
90(x) “Pm(X) - uJq1(x) -Jq*(x). 
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2.2.2. pr( + 1) = 0, I_, = 0, I, # 0 for E = - 1 or E = 1: 
p =: Pi”, L :=py’(k)P;-“q,(X) +Py’[k(k +h)q,(X) +40(X)], 
q,(x) 
&2(x) 
q*(x) := 
PAX) - u*(dq,(x) 
:=u,09 X+E 
- 2(x - e)q;( x)9 
40(x) := P&X) - nl,a,(x) - &*(x)* 
Case 2.2.3. pJ & 1) = 0, I, # 0, I_ , # 0: 
P:=D, L:=s,(X)+D[k(k+h)q,(X)9q,jX)], 
where 
qz(x) 
P2b) := - 
u,(x) ’ 
q:(x) := P&X) - 2u,( 44(x) - u,(x)q,(x), 
a*(x) :=Pzoix) - h,(x) -&,(x)= 
Case 2.2.4. p&I f 0, pu( -E) = 0, I_, = 0 for E = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := p?), L :=A:“[ py)(k)P1(-z)ql( X) + P1”‘4()( X)] + &)(k)Eq*( X), 
where 
42(x) 
&2(x) P2lW - W:(X) := - 
X4-E ’ Sl( x) := X+E 
2q’(xj 
2 ’ 
40(x) := P2&) - n/E[ 41(-e + b,!x)] l 
Case 2.2.5. P=(E) f 0, P&-E) = 0, I_, f 0 for IE = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := P{“D , L := PiC)[ q1( X) + DqJ X)] + RI’b:“( k)Eq,( X), 
where 
42(x) 
P22W := - 
x+lE ’ 41(x) :=p21(x) - 2(x ++&(x) - v,q,(x), 
4&l :=P~&) - Dq,(x) - &q,(x j. 
cmp 2.2.6. I+( + 1) + 0: 
p := DZ, L :=92(x) +ml*(X) +&J(X)], 
where 
qy=Pz2, 41 :=&I - 2q;, 40 ;=p20 - 4; - q;a 
2.3. Third-order difierential equation case 
Let us assume that f satisfies the equation 
bf ‘P33(X)f”‘+P32(X)fR+P3,(X)f ‘+P&)f =4(-Q. (2.14) 
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In the sequel we shall use the notation 
m, :=p&) - (1 + K,)P;+), 
TE := &(l + uJ, n, :=P&) - V_&(E) + T_,&(E), 
uo*(x):=Li&)+u;(x), w~(X):=UO*(X)+v~(X-~), 
for E = + 1. We will consider ten cases. 
Case 2.3.1. p33(+1)=p;3(+1)=p32(+1)=0, IZ_, =nl =0: 
P:=I, L := k(k + A)[ k(k + Wq,(X) +42(X) + Dq,(X)] + qo( X), 
where 
P33W 
%(X) := [u,(x)12 ’ 
P&! % 
q2(x) := uI(x) - %(w;(x) - 2%wc73(-4? 
(x) p31b) - uo(x)blxx)q3(x) + q q2tx)l 
1 
.- _ 3u (x)q;(x) - 
%CX) 1 
4u*(x)q,(x) 
0 3 
- 2(u + l)%(X) - h&(x), 
40(x) :=p3o(x) - h,(x) -h,(x) - m?,(x). 
Case 2.3.2. p33( + 1) = 0, pi3( -E) =p32( -E) = m, = n _-E = 0 for either e = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := P,“‘, 
L:=&‘(k)P,‘-“[k(k+h)q,(X)+q,(X)] +P,“‘[k(k+h)q,(X)+q,(X)], 
where 
&) := 
P33(X) 
(x + +4X) ’ 
42(x) := 
P32(x) - (x + E)U;(X)q3(X) 
0) 
- v&J;(x) - 3(x + E)&(X), 
q (x) 1)3*(x) - Uo(~)(W,(x) + qz(x)) 
1 
:= 
X+E 
- 3u,(+?;(x) - 2w,(-+&(x) - w3(n-) 
- 2(x -+&(X)9 
90(x) := P3&) - nl,%(X) - @2(x) - wJq,(x)* 
Case 2.3.3. p,,(fl)=O, p;,(-~)=p32(-~)=n_,=O, m Hforeither E== -1 or l =l: C 
L :=A:“&‘(k)P1’-“Ek(k +A)q,(X) +41(X)] +&)(k)Eq2(X) +P:‘)qo(X), 
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where 
q_;(x) := 
P&j 
q2(4 
P&j 
(x + E)U*( x) ’ 
:= - - 3%(x)q;(x) - w,(xjq&), X+E 
q*(x) := 
P3W - v,(q*W + uo(xMx)) 
X+E 
- 2&(x) - 3u,(xjq;l(x) 
q,(x) :=P&) - nl,q*(xj - &q*(x) - vfJ43(-+ 
Case 2.3.4. p&lb=O, m_,=m,=O, p&)#Oor n,#Ofor c= -1 and ~=l: 
?:=D, L :=qdX) +D[k(k +Ajq,(X) +a,(Xj] +W +h)q,(X), 
where 
q&j 
&3(X ) P&J - %wq,(~~ := - 
%(X) ’ 
q*(x) := 
4(x) 
- 34;(x), 
q,(x) :=p&j -- 3u,(+l;‘(x) - 2u;(x)q;(x) -W&j - 2u,(x)&(x) 
- h_d~M~)~ 
40(x) :=p&) -h,(x) --@z(x) - fW?&j= 
Case 2.35. p3J & 1) = 0, m_E =0, mE#O, pi&--~)#Oor n_,#Ofor c= -1 or c=l: 
p := piEID . 
L:=P:“[k(k+A)q,(X)+ql(X)+Dq,(X)] +R:“Ct:“(k)Eq,(X), 
where 
q3w 
P33W := - 
u,(x) ’ 
q,(x) := 
Ps2W - Gwl&) 
x+E 
-3(x - +g(X)9 
%(xj ‘=h(x) - %(xjq3N(x) - 2uz(x)q;(x) -uq&) - 21~ ++;(x) - veqz(xj, 
40(x) :=P&4 -h,(x) - W,q,(x) - lMq,(x). 
Case 23.6. p3& + 1) = 0, m _ 1 # 0, m, + 0: 
E3 I := D2 1 9 ~=q,;X)+~[~(k+hjq,(X)+q,(X)+Dq,(X)], 
where 
P33(X) 
qs(xj := - 
u,(x) ’ 
42w :=p&) - 3q(x)q;(g - t$(x)q,(x), 
4*(-q :=Py(x) - 3~1(X)&@) - 2u;(.qq;(x) -W&q - &&(x)7 
40(x) :=P3o(x) - D[q,(x) + &l,(x) + J%(X)] l 
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Case 2.3.7. p&) # 0, p3& -d =p;& -E) =pJ -E) = n _-E = 0 for E = - 1 or c = i: 
p := P$“, 
L := Jdg’(k)EP,‘-‘)q,(X) +A’,” { /l(E) 1 [ dlww%,(~) + P,‘%,(X)] 
+&v)Eq,(X)}, 
where 
q3(x) := 
P33W 
q*(x) 
P32(x) 
(x+E)*’ := X+E - 3(x + +lj(X) - 2(1+ l&3(x), 
41(x) := 
P3M - %?,(x) - w2w 
x+tz - 3(x +4&Q) - 4(1+ v,)&(x) - 2&(x), 
40(x) :=P3o(x) - Y%(X) - k[q*(x) + vfq3wl l 
Case 2.3.8. p& # 0, p3$ -E) = m_E = 0, p&< -c) # 0 or n _( # 0 for E = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := p:“D 9 
L:=I1:F)(k)Eq3(X)+R:E)A:E)CL:E)(k)Eq2(X)+P:E)[ql(X)+DqO(x)], 
where 
&) 
P33W 
:= - 
X+E ’ 
q*(x) 
&2(x) - (1+ v,)%(x) 
:= - 
X+E 
- 34;(x), 
41(x) :=p&) - 3(x + e)q;(x) - 2(1 + v,)qi(x) - 2(x + E)q;(X) - UE42(X), 
90(x) :=P3o(x) - Dq,(x) - &q*(x) - D&q,(x). 
Case 2.3.9. p&) + 0, p3& -E) = 0, m_E f 0 for E = - 1 or E = 1: 
p := p;e)D* 
L := RI’)&&%,(X) + PI(‘)(q2( X) + D[ ql( X) + &,(X)]), 
where 
Y(X) p33(x) :_ 
X+E ’ q2tx) :=P32(x) -3(x +E)q;(X) - (l + uE)q3(x), 
q,(x) :=1331(x) -3(x ++?;l(x) - 2(1+ v&;(x) - 2&(x), 
4&) :=p3&) - D[q,(x) + Dq2(x) + K,q,(x j]. 
Case 2.3.10. p33( &- 1) # 0: 
p := D3, L :=q@) +D[q,(X) +D(q,(X) +&&X))], 
where 
q3 := P33 9 Cl* ‘= P3* - 3q;, q1 :=p3, - 24; - 3q;, q() :=p3() -4; -q; - qy. 
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.?A. Fourth-order differential equation case 
Let us assume that the function f satisfies the equation 
f = i p,,(x)f’” = q(x). 
i=O 
(2.15) 
The list of explicit formulae for the difference operators P and L, which obey (2.2) and (2.3), 
covers fifteen cases. Thus, it seems too long to be given here. One may, however, obtain a 
recurrence for the Jacobi coefficients of f with a small effort, using results of Section 2.3. To 
represent the left-hand side of (2.15) in the form P&f= CP&q,f> + l&f (cf. (2.7)), 
is of the general form (2.81, which , however, simplifies to one of the following six 
? Then apply (formally) results of Section 2.3 to the equation 
which will yield the operators P (of the form (2.5)) and L. 
ext, using Lemma 1.5 obtain operators Q and M satisfying Q&[C&$] = A&,[ f]. Using 
Lemma 1.7 obtain a common multiple P* of P and Q, i.e., find W and 2 such that 
p*i” W = ZQ. Now, it is easy to check that tbz recurrence relation in question has the form 
L*b,[f ] =p(k) with L* := WL + ZQq&X), p(k) := P*b,[q]. 
3. Examples 
Two illustrative examples, which will be given in this section, are both connected with the 
i n - 11th associated Jacobi polynomial W,CZf): 
1 1 
W,(yyx) := ----I (x 
-1 
- t)-‘(1 - t)“(l + t)‘[ P’“*~‘(x) -P;a*p)(t)] dt, (3 1) . 
whereA=a!+p+l,andnz, := 2”B(a + 1, p + 1) (see, e.g., [3,4]). In [4], it was shown by the 
present author that 
n-1 
ctm(“;S) = C a!a-B)p(a-B), 
I 
j=O 
where 
a:_:‘_ 1 =aF:f’_,[ WJ”;P)] a 
(1 -n-c~),(l-A-2n)~+,(2n-2k+h-2) = 
2nk!(l -AY&+, 
x i (-k)i(-n - a)i( -n)i(2 + k - A - 2n)i 
i=U i!(l -n - C)i(l - n),(l - A - 2n)i 
x& ( 
-i,2n+A -i,a+l,l 
n -i+a!+l,A+l,n-i+l 
k=O, I,..., n- 1. 
(The last formula is equivalent to [4, (2.2O)l.J 
(3 2) . 
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We will show that the coefficients (3.2) obey a recurrence relation of order 2 for general 
values of CY and p, and of order 1, or even 0, for some sets of values of these parameters. As a 
consequence, for some fixed value of a! (or /3), the sum in (3.2) may be given a simple 
expression. 
In the first example we start from a second-order inhomogeneous differential equation 
satisfied by w,‘Z~/j), while in the second example a fourth-order homogeneous equation is used. 
As it will be seen, the results are not the same, at least for some cy, p. The notation used in the 
sequel is that of Section 1. 
Example 3.1. It is known that I&!!*!) is a solution of the equation 
P&)f I’ + P&)f ’ + P*&)f = 4(x)9 (3 3) . 
where 
p&) :=x2 - 1, p*1(x) := (3 - A)x - 6, P&) := - (n + l)(n +A - l), 
q(x) := - 2ADFyy x) 
(see [3,41). 
Obviously9 p2*( h 1) = 0. Let I, := p2J E) - v_,pi2( E), E = + 1 (cf. Section 2.2). The equation 
1, = 0 holds iff a! = 0, while the condition I_ 1 = 0 is satisfied iff p = 0. Thus we have four cases. 
Example 3.1.1. (Y # 0, fI # 0. Applying the formulae of Case 2.2.3 (see Section 2.2), we obtain 
4*(-x) = 1, q@) = 2(1 - A)x - 26, 4()(x) = 2(1 -A) - (n + l)(n +A - l), 
P=D, L =D[k(k +A) -q&+q,(X). (3 4) . 
According to (2.2) we have the second-order recurrence relation 
L$%P’ W’“9P’ 
[ n - 1 1 =Fw, (3 5) 
. 
where 
p(k) := - 2ADby’[ IDPy] . (3 6) . 
Using (1.21, we obtain p(k) := -2hb~@)[P,‘“@)]. Thus, in view of (0.2) and (0.7), 
p(k)=O, k#n, p(n)= - 
2Ar(n + a J- 1) 
I’(n i- A)(2n + A - 1)3 ’ 
and from (3.5) and (0.7) we get the equation 
(k +A - l),(n +k)(n -k + A)(2k + A + l),af’ffT) 
+ ((Y -P)(k +A)[(n -?- l)(n +A - 1) +3k(k +A)]‘2k +A - 2)(2k t-A + 2)ayyp) 
- (k + cy + l)( k -I- p’ + l)(n + k + 2A)(n - k - A)(2k + A - 2)2ap_t) = 0, 
l<k<n-1. (3 7) . 
This result -was already given in [4]. From (3.2) we get the initial conditiolis 
(2n f A - 2)2 
a::{) = - a(a*P) = 0 
2n(n+A-1)’ n ’ 
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Example 3.1.2. a = 0, /j + 0. This time we have Case 2.2.2 of Section 2.2 with E = - 1. The 
relevant formulae give 
‘I? = 1, q, = -28, q() = 2p - (n + l)(n +P), 
p=p;-?’ 
9 L=P,c-“[k(k+h)q,+q,]I+q,pp(k)P1”’. 
sing formulae ( 1.31, (1 S), we get 
L=(k+n+l)(k-n-/3)1+ ‘;;f;‘(k+ft+2p+2)(k-n+B+1)E. 
The equation 
L6i”gfl’[ W,c!!f “] = p( k ), 
with p(kb=P, (- l)b),o’JQ] (cf. (2.3, (2.3)) implies the first-order inhomogeneous murrence 
(k + n + 1 )(k - n - @)a’,‘*@) 
(k+1)(2k-@+l) 
+ (k+B+1)(2krp+3j(n+k+2P+2)(k-n+P+1)a’,u;q’ 
=a(k), k=O,l,..., n-l, 
where 
a(k) := af)vB’[ q] + 
(k + 1)(2k +p + 1) 
(k+p+1)(2k+j3+3) 
a$)$:[ q] . 
The last formula can be simplified considerably. Using 
n + cy +p + l)P,‘“_;‘*@+“(x) 
n 10.81) and (0.2), we obtain 
q(x) = -(/3 + l)n(n +p t l)zF, 1-n,;+P+2~+(l-Q). 
owT b; a general result of [6, Vol. 2, p.291, 
a\!*@) q = 
* i (-n),+dn +P + l)k+dP + WlT 
(Wk +P + l)A 
%Fz 
lk+l,k+l-n,k+n+fiC’ 
I 2k+j?+2,k+2 Ii 
1 . 
The function sF,( 1) in the above equation may be summed, using a formula of [7, Section 5.21, 
which gives 
aFsB’[q] = (p + 1)(2k + p + 1) 
I- (- l)“-k( -r&k 
I 
- 
( -n-P)n-l, -l y I 
(3 8) . 
so that we obtain 
-I I-\ - 
(p + 1)(2k -i-p + 1)2 
u\nl- - 
k+P+l l 
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Example 3.1.3. CY # 0, p = 0. As, by the symmetry properties of the Jacobi and the associated 
Jacobi polynomials, 
@‘I31 = (_ l)tl-l-~a~P.iX), 
(3.9) 
this case reduces to the case of Example 3.1.2. 
Example 3.1.4. a! = p = 0. Since I, = I_ I = 0, we apply the formulae of Case 2.2.1 (Section 2.2) 
which gives 
42 “1, q1=0, q()=(n)z, P=I, L = (k -n)(k +n + 1)l. 
Jnsert the above P and L into (3.9, (3.6) and use (0.7) to obtain 
(k -n)(k +n + l)@*“)=a’,“*O’[q]. 
By (3.8), 
2(2k + 1) 
:!!.nj r _ 1 ak LYJ= 9 n-k odd, 
\ 
z -!- 1 
0, - n -k even. 
Finally, we get 
UAO) a,,_,j=O, iJ!!Y~j_l = 
2n-4j-1 
(n - j)(2j + 1) ’ 
j=O, l,..., [$(n - l)], 
which is in agreement with a well-known result for the associated Legendre polynomials (see, 
e.g., [l, Vol. 1, Section 3.1521, [3,4]). 
Example 
following 
where 
3.2. Some recent results of Ron aveaux [9] (see also [lo]) and Wimp [12] imply the 
fourth-order homogeneous differential equation, satisfied by f = -B$?/? 
IF+ i &(X)ffi) = 0, (3.10) 
i=O 
- 1)2, - l), 
- A2 - 2n(rz + A)!x - 36(A - l), 
= J2f + p&f, 
bf ~P~.l(x)f’“+P,,(x)f”+P,,(x)f’ +P3”(X)fv (3.12) 
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with 
p&X) := 2(X? - 1)[(3 - U)X - s], 
P&x):=2[9-2A-n(n+h)](x’- l)-2(ax+~)[(o--l)x+S] + 12, (3.13) 
&l(X) c=&,(x) - o(ax + a), p&x) := Pm(x)= 
ow, if we apply formally results of Section 2.3 to the equation lPJ= 4 with 4 := -Jl*,f, to 
obtain difference operators P, L, then it is easy to see that 
L*b)Gaq f] = 0, 
where 
L* :=L+Pk’(kt 
First observe that equations 
P33( f 1) = 0, 
(3.14) 
A)?. (3.15) 
Pd+-(1 +v_,)&&)=O, c= fl, 
(3.16) 
hold for arbitrary cy > - 1, p > - 1. Moreover, the conditions 
P&W = P@) = 0, P3*(@) - v -@Pm + T-gP&(f)) = 0 (3.17) 
are satisfied iff either 6 = 1 and ac = $ or 8 = - 1 and p = & Thus we have to consider four 
cases. 
Example 3.2.1. (Y # & p f $. Conditions (3.16) imply Case 2.3.4 (see Section 2.3) with 
q3(x) := (4 - 2A)x - 26, q*(x) == 2h - 6 - 2n(n + A), 
q,(x):= (2A -4)x- [l +n(n +A)]qJx), 
qo(x) := [n(n +A) -A f l]*-4(A - 1), 
P:=D, L:=D[qzk(k+A)+q,]Z+k(k+A)q,(X)+q,(X). 
Putting the last expressions for P and L in (3.15) we obtain the second-order recurrence 
relation (3.14). It may be checked that the same equation follows by multiplying (3.7) by 
( k - n)( k + n + A), so that these two recurrences are equivalent. 
Example 3.2.2. ac = $, p z i. Equations (3.16) and (3.17) (with 8 = 1) imply that we have Case 
2.3.2 (see Section 2.3) with 
q2 = 4 - 2A, q2 = -A - 2n(n + A), 
q,=2(h-2)(n+l)(nt-A-l), qo=(n-t-l)(nt-A-l)[n(n+A)-4A+5], 
p:= pi-“, L := (-1) k p(l) I-L] ( ) 1 [43k(k+A)+ql]z+P1(-1)[qzk(k+h)+q,]z. 
From (3.15), using the above formulae and (1.5), (1.6), we obtain 
L” =~g(k)Z+w,(k)E, 
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where 
o,(k) := (2k + A - l)[ n*-(k+l)*][(n+~)‘-(k+l)*], 
w,(k):=(2k+A+3)[n2-(k+A)*][(n+A)*-(k+A)*]. 
(By the way, it is not easy to guess these forms when you are looking at the definition of L*.) 
By (3.14) and (0.71, we have the following first-order recurrence relation: 
(k + A)(2k + A + 2)2mo(k)a(kf/2*8) + (k + $)(2k + A - l)2q( k)ai*$f*fl) = 0, 
which implies the explicit formula 
a’,‘!~?~ = JI( k) 
(f-p),(f-n),(-l-2P-2n)k 
(5+p),(-2n)ktl(-~-p-n)k+l’ k=O, L=*,n-l, 
with $(k) := (- lJk(k + 1)(2n - k + p + $)(2n - 2k + p - $h Comparing this result with (3.2) 
yields the identity 
i C-k)i(-n - $)i( -n)i(i + k -p - 2n), 
F 
( 
-i,2n+p-i+$, 5,l -- 
Ii 
1 
i=O i!(+-n),(l-?Z)i(-+-P-2n), 4 3 n -i+$,p+$,n-i+-1 8 
(3.i8) 
which seems new. 
Example 3.2.3. (r! + i, p = i. By (3.9), this case may be reduced to the case of Example 3.2.2. In 
particular, a counterpart of the identity (3.18) is 
i twk)itmn - a)i( -tZ)i( i + k - cx - 2n), -i,2n+cu- i+&a+l,l 
1 
i=O i! (1 -a -n)i(l-n)i(-f-a-2n)i n-i+a+l+++-i+l Ii 
Example 3.2.4. ct = p = $ By applying the formulae of Cast 2.3.1 (Section 2.3), we obtain 
P= I, L=[(k-n)*-l][(k+n+2)*-111. 
Consequently, ac/2*1/2) = 0, k < n - 1. From (3.2), a(,‘_/:“/*) = (2n + l)/(n + 1). Thus, 
3 
~W2.1/2) 2n + 1 
II - 1 
= _pn(l_/:m = 2 ( ) 
2 n 
U-1 (n + l)! 
q+, 
which agrees with the well-known fact that W,(i/12*1/2) is a constant multiple of the Chebyshev 
polynomial of the second kind Un _ 1 (see, e.g., [3]). 
Notice that the special cases of the first example lose their exceptional character when 
passing to the second example and vice versa. 
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